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This unit is built up on the issues - ‘Lack of Cohesive Universal Vision’ and ‘Lack of
Cultural Consciousness’. The sub-issue taken up in this unit is how Media – both
print and visual – play an important role in developing a ‘Cohesive Universal Vision’
and promoting a cultural consciousness. The introductory article ‘The Mass Media’
defines Mass Media and the diverse roles it play in disseminating information in the
modern age. However, entertainment provided by the media, should not benumb
our sensibility and imagination. Passive listening is not a substitute for active reading.
This theme is highlighted in Roald Dahl’s poem ‘Television’. The article for Extended
Reading ‘The Initial Days of Doordarshan’ is a memoir by P.V. Krishnamoorthy, the
father of Indian visual media. It describes how the dream of television telecasting
became a reality in India. The transaction of this unit aims at developing values and
attitudes like awareness about media and their role in society, critical evaluation of
programmes, love for media as a sponsor of societal thinking and progressive actions.

Issue: Lack of Cohesive Universal Vision, Lack of Cultural Consciousness

Sub issue: • The true role of media in promoting Cohesive Universal Vision and
Cultural Consciousness.

• How print media enhances our power of imagination.

• Issues related to the development of visual media in India.

Learning Objectives:

• To read and analyse articles and identify the themes in them.

• To read and enjoy poems

• To create an awareness on media, and their role in the society as the mirror of
the times.

• To develop a positive outlook on mass communication devices.

• To think critically and take one’s own stand regarding issues related to the media.

• To develop media literacy.

Unit 6
MIRRORING THE TIMES
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Module 1
Introduction to the Unit
• Display the news photograph given in
the textbook and enable the learners
analyse this photograph so that they realize
the importance of news photography. For
this purpose, you may use the following
interaction questions.

Ø What do you see in the picture?

Ø Can you say what has happened by
looking at this photograph?

• Lead the learners to a discussion on the
role of news photographs in conveying
messages.

• First of all ask the learners to write a
caption for the photograph given. Then
trigger a discussion on news photographs.
You may use the questions given in the
textbook for the purpose.

Alternative strategies

1. Bring various newspapers of a day to the
class. Give one each to each group and ask
them examine the photographs given on
the front page of the newspaper. Let the
learners say what the photographs are
about and which news item is selected by
the newspaper for a pictorial
representation.

Then ask the learners what all photographs
they will include if they have to prepare a
school newspaper.

2. Interact with the learners about the
various types of Mass Media.

ØWhat do we need newspapers for?

ØWhat are the differences among
newspapers/radio/television?

ØWhich of them do you like to follow?
Why?

ØWhich of them is most effective? Which
is more popular?

Here is an article which tells us about
various types of mass media and their
functions. Read it.

Article
The Mass Media
Introduction
The article ‘The Mass Media’ is adapted
from ‘Essential Media Resources for
Children’. This article describes the types
and functions of Mass Media. Newspapers
and magazines, radio and television and
even the cinema and the internet are part
of mass media. Media is a powerful means
of propaganda. The article also points out
how to develop media literacy by asking
critical questions on the nature, source and
type of information. An observation made
in this article is the definition of the word
‘Mass’ in Mass Media. The author points
out that watching media is a very private
affair. They are different from other forms
of public communication like the oratory.
They don’t create mass appeal or form
opinions. Mass Media would rather
consolidate and reinforce the existing trends
in the society. The article will serve as a
good initiation for the learners into the
world of media.

Processing the article

• Ask the learners to read the first three
paragraphs of the article individually.

• Ask them to keep track of their reading.
Let the learners mark ü, ? and ! with a
pencil to keep track of their reading.

• Let them sit in groups (5 – 8 members).

• Let each member in a group share what
he/she understood, what he/she didn’t
understand and what he/she found
interesting/surprising.

• If there are words/expressions they
didn’t understand, let them refer to the
glossary.

• If a group still couldn’t understand a
particular area, let them tell you about it.

• Megaphone their doubt to other groups.

• If no group can clarify it you can scaffold
them by asking simple questions to clarify
that area.
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• After reading let them assess their own
reading. Let them also identify words to be
recorded in the personal wordlist.

• Now, ask them to answer the scaffolding
questions 1 to 3 individually.

Hints for scaffolding questions

1. Let the learners note down the forms of
media they are familiar with.

Let them analyse each media form in
groups and say what type of articles/
information/news/ programmes are
included in it. Which all domains of life do
the various articles/information/
programmes deal with.

Ask them to read the functions listed under
the head ‘newspaper’ and note down the
points of their discussion in a similar
fashion.

2. Ask the learners to note down different
newspapers / broadcasting stations / TV
Channels etc. they have come across. Ask
them to classify them into government
owned and private owned.

E.g. Television Channels

Govt. OwnedPrivate Owned

Doordarshan Star TV
Gyan Vijnaan Asianet, Surya etc.
3. This question aims at developing media
literacy among the learners.

Let the learners select any item/programme
from mass media analyse it using the
questions given.

They should analyse it in terms of

• The producer
• The message
• The reader/audience targeted
• The intented effect.
• Now, ask the learners to read the rest of
the article (paragraphs 4-7)

• Process of reading is the same as the one
given above.

• Let the learners assess their own reading
and identify the word to be recorded in the
personal wordlist.

• Now, ask them to answer the scaffolding
questions 4-6.

Hints to scaffolding questions

4. Mass Media doesn’t involve audience
reaction. On the other hand, an orator can
arouse mob reactions, mass hysteria and
loss of self control.

5. Ask the learners to identify the greatest
contemporary event. They should analyse
this event and give their personal
commentary on the event selected.

6. This question also solicits individual or
personal opinion.

If the learners fail to grasp this question
interact with them using questions like

ØWhat type of news do you read in a
newspaper?

ØWhat type of programmes do you watch
on the TV?

ØDo they teach you something or leave you
a message?

ØDo they reflect your culture?

Elicit free responses from the group
members. For each response ask the
question ‘why?’ The reasons given by the
learners substantiate their arguments.

Module 2

Vocabulary Activities:

Since the vocabulary activities in this unit
are based on the entire article, rather than
being section specific they can be transacted
as a separate module. However it will be
better to begin with vocabulary activity 4,
then move on to activity 5, and thereafter
come back to Activity 1, Activity 2 and
Activity 3. After these they can attempt
vocabulary activities 6, 7 and 8.

Activity 4

This activity introduces the learners to the
commonly used short forms of words in
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English language. Learners might be
familiar with the full forms of some of these
words. Familiarize the learners with the
difference between short forms of words,
abbreviations and acronyms.

E.g.. ‘ad’ for advertisement is a short form
UNO for United Nations Organization is
an abbreviation (here only the first letters
of words are used).

RAM for Random Access Memory is an
acronym (here also the first letters of the
words are used. But they are read together
as a single word, not as individual letters).

Tell the learners that in the modern cyber
age we use a lot of short forms in sending
sms messages, e-mail etc.

• Ask them to find out the full forms of the
words given with the help of a dictionary.

• After individual attempt let them share
in groups.

Hints for Activity 4:

Bike - motor bike
Plane - aeroplane
Kilo - kilogram
Lab - laboratory
Specs - spectacles
Mag - magazine
Mic - microphone
Photo - photograph
Zoo - zoological garden
Activity 5

Learners are already familiar with the use
of prefixes in the building of antonyms.

Ask them to write the antonyms of the given
words by adding either dis- or un – as
prefixes to the given words.

They may refer to a dictionary if they don’t
know the meaning of some of these words.

Hints for Activity 5

available - unavailable
proportionate - disproportionate

healthy - unhealthy
comfort - discomfort
advantage - disadvantage
willing - unwilling
Activities 1 and 2

Let the learners identify the sentences in
which the phrases given appear.

Let the learners identify the meaning and
usage of these phrases from the context
given. Then let them use the phrases in
sentences of their own.

Hints for Activities 1 and 2

1. Most newspapers depend on advertise-
ments in order to survive. (Para 2)

Now a days we use a calculator in order to
do mathematical sums.

2. To be able to evaluate the propaganda,
we must answer the following questions,
(para 3) To be able to watch the function,
we must get a seat in the front row.

3. All the word ‘mass’ implies here is that
the message reaches a large number of
people. (Para 3). A large number of
volunteers assembled in the hall.

4. Part of man’s freedom lies in being able
to make choices (para 5).

The greatest advantage of man over other
species of creatures is in being able to
communicate with each other.

5. Of course, the cultural or educational
level of, say, television programmes may,
on occasion, not be very high, but this is
because they are aimed at the average level
of the mass audience. (Para 7).

Many government programmes are aimed
at the upliftment of the poor.

6. Too much news may also have the effect
of making the audience turn in on itself
away from unpleasant reality (para 5).

The timely intervention of the political
leader helped the mob turn away from
violence.
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Activity 3

This is an activity for identifying the
synonyms.

Ask the learners to identify the meaning of
the words from the options given.

They may refer to a dictionary only if they
are unable to judge the meaning from the
options.

Hints for Activity 3

Revolution - uprising
Ethos - surroundings
Empowerment - strengthening
Disparity - difference
Investigation - examination
Vocabulary Activity 6

Activity 6 introduces the learner to certain
journalistic terms related to newspapers.

Ask the learners to read the write-up by
Parvathy. Let them identify the words that
are glossed.

Ask them to locate the meanings of the
words given and write the words against
them. They may refer to a dictionary only
if they fail to relate the words to their
meanings given in the text.

Let them do it individually first and then
share in groups.

Activity 7

This activity is intended to familiarize the
learners with different forms of print media.

Ask the learners to read the definitions of
various types of printed material given.

Let them do it individually first and then
share in groups.

Hints:

1. Manual
2. Flyer
3. Leaflet
4. Pamphlet
5. Booklet
6. Brochure
7. Prospectus

Activity 8

Activity 8 is intented to familiarize the
learners with some words related to
publication of books and magazines.

Ask the learners to find out the meanings
of the words given. They may refer to a
dictionary if necessary.

Then, let them categorise the words into
two groups – one related to books and the
other related to magazines.

Hints:

Words related to books: foreword, edition,
binder. Words related to magazines:
subscription, issue, quarterly.

Module 3

Lead the learners to textual activity i and
language activities 1 & 2. These activities
are essential steps for the making of the class
newspaper as the end product of this unit.

Textual Activity 1

This activity aims at developing media
literacy among learners.

Ask the learners to collect at least 3
newspapers of a particular day. (the front
page, editorial, back page, various inner
pages as well as supplements, if any)

Let them analyse the news reports on
various pages using the format given.

The reading of the newspapers can be done
as homework.

However the analysis of newspapers
should be done as a group activity within
the classroom.

• Let the learners note down the differences
in the news items, their relative prominence
etc. (appearing on the front page, editorial,
back page and various inner pages)

• Let them also make an analysis of the
advertisements given on various pages
including the classified ads.

• Ask the learners to record their news in
the appropriate columns of the format
provided.
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• After this, ask the learners to select the
newspaper they like best.

• Ask the learners to think about their
dream newspaper in group.

Interact with them using questions like:

(a) What would be the lead news in your
newspaper?

(b) How many photographs will you
include on the front page?

(c) What type of events will you report in
the newspaper? What will you discard?

(d) What will be the topic of your editorial?

After this interaction ask the learners to
identify the differences between their
dream newspaper and the newspapers they
have selected.

Ask them to suggest the changes/
modifications they should make in order to
become more appealing to you.

Let them note these suggestions and present
them as a group product.

Ask the learners to consolidate their
discussion on their ideal newspaper by
preparing a short write-up on ‘My Ideal
Newspaper’

Process of Writing:

• Individual attempt

• Sharing in groups

• Refinement in groups

• Presentation by group

Alternative activities to Activity 1

1. The learning objective of Activity 1 is to
promote media literacy among learners.
Therefore the analysis of newspaper can be
substituted with an analysis of any form of
media like radio, television etc.

But when the learners select channels, let
them select only channels of a general
nature rather than the ones devoted to a
particular item.

Ask the learners to compare and analyse
the channels by developing a format like.

• Morning programmes
• Day time programmes
• Evening programmes
• Late night programmes etc.

Or
• Entertainment programmes
• Educational programmes
• News and news based programmes etc.
After textual Activity 1, let the learners
move on to language activities on Page 176.
They are closely related to the newspaper
analysis we have just completed. Therefore
they can be attempted along with
newspaper analysis.

Language Activity 1

This activity for matching is intended to
familiarize the learners with the cryptic,
pointed way of preparing newspaper
headlines.

Ask the learners to guess the news story
behind each headline first.

Then let them find out whether their guess
is right by examining the columns on the
right side.

Ask them to match the headline to the news
story.

Hints:

1 – d
2 – a
3 – b
4 – c
Language Activity 2

This is an extension of Activity 1 above. This
activity enables the learners to construct
headlines from the news stories given.

Ask the learners to read through the
example and find out what all key words
in the news are focused upon in the
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headline. Let them also find out which are
the words avoided.

Let the learners also identify the key words
in the news stories given below the
example.

Let them construct pithy, catchy headlines
using the keywords they identified.

Sample Headlines

1. Police Lapse; Crimes undetected
2. Lottery winner sentenced for Bank
Robbery
3. North Zone humbles South Zone
4. Drunken Drive kills Two

Language Activity 3
Editing

Process of Editing
1. Punctuation Editing: Punctuation editing
helps us to fix the boundaries of sentences.
There is one instance of punctuation error
in the passage given. Ask the learners to
identify the sentence with punctuation
error and edit it.

I was going to pass by it, until I saw a beautiful
T-shirt in the window.

2. Syntactic editing

Ask the learners to eliminate excess words,
supply missing words and correct the
wrong word order.

In the passage given, there is the error of
ambiguity in one sentence.

Stopping to look at it, the T-shirt seemed to
wink at her.

The subject of the first part is not specified.
Correct the sentences as

When I stopped to look at it, the T-shirt seemed
to wink at me.

3. Morphological Editing

Ask the learners to edit the wrong tense
form, aspectual errors, agreement and
affixes.

Agreement errors

I came to a small clothing shop

There were a lot of frocks, pants, T-shirts
displayed at the front window.

Errors of morphology

I was really startled.

Besides, two sentences

‘I was shopping for Christmas presents. I
came to a small clothing shop’. Can be
combined into one complex sentence by
adding a subordinating conjunction.

I was shopping for Christmas presents when I
came to a small clothing shop.

Module 4

After editing of the given passage ask the
learners to return to the textual activities
based on the article ‘The Mass Media’.

Textual Activity 2

Ask the learners to list down.

(a) The favourite news items they read in a
newspaper

(b) The favourite programmes / Television
channels that they watch.

• Interact with the learners why they like
those news items / programmes.

• After sharing the reasons for their likes/
dislikes let the learners prepare a write up
on their favourite news items/television
programmes.

Textual Activity 3

• Ask the learners to discuss on the
influence of various news items/television
programmes on them.

• Interact with the groups using the
following questions.

ØHow do they affect our ways of thinking?

ØWhat changes do they bring about in our
behaviour?

ØDo they inspire us? Do they make us
ambitious in life?
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ØDo they make us pessimistic?

ØHow do they affect our ways of living?

• Based on the interaction, let the learners
prepare a short paragraph on the influence
of mass media on them.

Process of writing

• Individual attempt
• Sharing in groups
• Refining in groups
• Presentation by groups
After the writing, let the learners assess
themselves using the self-assessment
indicators given on Page 160.

Textual Activity 4

This activity leads the learners to journalistic
writing – especially report writing.

This is the second major step towards the
preparation of classroom newspaper which
is the end product of this unit.

• Ask the learners to identify an event of
news value from their locality.

• Let them ask basic questions about that
incident using questions like ‘Where did it
happen?’ ‘How did it happen?’ ‘When did
it happen?’ Etc.

• Let them develop a structure of the report
by discussing and finalizing where they
should place each of these pieces of
information.

• After that let them write a catchy
headline for the report.

• Now, ask the learners to write the report.

Process of writing

• Individual writing
• Sharing in groups
• Group refinement
• Presentation by groups
Ask the learners to assess themselves using
the self assessment indicators of a report
given on Page 161.

Extended Reading: Essay

The Initial Days of Doordarshan

The Author

P.V.Krishnamoorthy , the first director
general of India’s first national channel
‘Doordarshan’.
Introduction

‘The Initial Days of Doordarshan’ is a
memoir written by P.V. Krishnamoorthy.
In this reflective essay Krishnamoorthy
talks about the launching of Doordarshan
and how it developed as the fundamental
channel of visual media in India. The
author highlights the initial difficulties,
anxieties and troubles in launching the new
technology. Krishnamoorthy reflects on how
the governmental decision to start television
programmes was implemented, though with
initial difficulties, to great success and
popularity. He also makes a comparative
analysis of what television programmes had
been and what they are now.

Module 5

• Ask the learners to read the first 6
paragraphs of the essay.

• Let them follow the process of reading
given in module 1.

• Ask the learners to attempt the scaffolding
questions 1-5.

Hints for scaffolding questions

1. Initially Television as a mass media was
used for educational purposes rather than
for entertainment. The school TV projects
in the USA and the UNESCO – aided Social
Educational Project could raise social
awareness. Therefore the author says that
the first steps of the television were in the
right direction.

2. Let the learners record their personal
impressions and state reasons.

3. This calls for a comparative analysis of
the differences between watching films on
the big screen and the mini screen.
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Let the learners give their personal
impressions on watching both.

4. Let the learners give their personal
response to the above question by thinking
about the technical aspects of production.
Prompt them to think in these lines by
interacting with them using questions like.

• Can the angle of camera screen only
what is required and neglect the rest?

• What is the role of editing of a
programme?

• What can be done if technical problems
arise during telecasting?

5. Tell the learners that there are many
great men who were rejected initially at
certain points of their career. Ask them to
talk about their examples and give their
personal opinion on the statement given.

• Now, ask the learners to read paragraphs
7 and 8 of the essay.

• Process of reading is the same as the one
given in Module 1.

• Ask them to complete the scaffolding
questions 6 and 7.

Hints for scaffolding questions

6. The author was given the task of
producing 1400 hours of programme in four
languages. This was an uphill task and
therefore he wished that the launch of
satellite ATS6 which is to be used for
telecasting these programmes would fail.
However when the launch became
successful, the author was disheartened.

7. The learners can name educational
channels as well-as programmes having
educational value in other channels. Let
them also give their personal impressions
about them.

E.g. Discussions on socially relevant topics,
Agricultural Programmes

• Now, ask the learners to read the rest of
the essay (paragraphs 8, 9 & 10).

• Process of reading is the same as the one
given in module 1.

• Ask the learners to complete the
scaffolding questions given along with this
unit.

Hints for scaffolding questions

8. The learners have to talk about the
signature tunes of channels. They can also
talk about the signature tunes used for news
by various channels.

Let them say which are their favourite tune
/ song and the reason for their choice.

9. The signature tune of Doordarshan
makes the author think about the efforts
he had put in to set up that organization.

Ask the learners to think about any such
experiences which made them nostalgic.

Module 5

Textual Activity: Making of a Classroom
Newspaper

• Ask the learners to analyse their write
up on ‘My Ideal Newspaper’.

• Divide the learners in eight groups.

• Assign one area like classroom news,
local news, sports news, one week at school,
world news, editorial, feature article and
movie article to each group.

• Ask the learners to go through the
graphic organizers of various pages of the
news paper given.

• Let them analyse in detail how the news
on the page allotted to them should be
organized.

• Let the whole class be assigned the role
of reporters. They should collect the news
required for their particular page.

• Before going into news collection, let the
learners discuss the structure of a
newspaper article in groups.

• Let them be clear about what is a title,
what is lead, how should the first
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paragraph be organized, what is the type
of language to be used etc.

• Let the learners write reports on the news
items they have identified.

• After individual attempt, presentation in
groups and refinement, let the groups select
the articles to be included in their page.
Here the whole group is doing the editorial
work.

• After the selection and finalization of the
reports for their particular page, an
editorial board for the newspaper is selected
in the class. Each group should nominate
one person among them to the editorial
team. The board of editors should select a
chief editor and prepare the newspaper.

• First of all let the editorial board analyse
the structure of the newspaper (based on
the inputs given in the text). Let them
present their ideas about the structure of
the newspaper in the class.

• The editorial board finalises the news
items prepared by each group and asks the
groups to prepare their sheet of the
newspaper in final form.

• These sheets are compiled together and
the newspaper is published.

Module 6

Poem: Television

Roald Dahl

The Poet

Roald Dahl  (13 September 1916 – 23
November 1990) was a British novelist, short
story writer, and screenwriter. Born in
Llandaff, Cardiff, Wales, to Norwegian
parents, he served in the Royal Air Force
during the Second World War, in which
he became a flying ace and intelligence
agent. He rose to prominence in the 1940s
with works for both children and adults,
and became one of the world’s bestselling
authors. His short stories are known for

their unexpected endings, and his children’s
books for their unsentimental, often very
dark humour.

Some of his better-known works include
James and the Giant Peach , Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory, Fantastic Mr Fox, Matilda,
The Witches, and The BFG.

Introduction and Appreciation

Television is a caustic satire on the visual
media culture which benumbs the young
brains and thereby distances them from
reading and books. The poet doesn’t
conceal his outright rage and protest
against the idiotic thing. It is an ardent plea
for throwing away the television set so that
the age old custom and culture of reading
good books can be restored.

Television reduces man to an eye instead
of an ‘I’ which can think, react and act. As
the poet Roald Dahl says,

‘We have watched them gaping at the
screen.
They loll and slop and lounge about
And stare until their eyes pop out.
(Last week in someone’s place we saw
a dozen eye balls on the floor.)
They sit and stare and stare and sit
Until they are hypnotised by it
Until they are absolutely drunk
With all that shocking ghastly junk.’
Those lines within brackets are the point
where the poet’s satirical humour reaches
at its peak. He assumes the oratorical tone
of a public speaker in order to persuade the
readers so as to form their opinion against
the unhealthy practice of letting their
children always to sit before and gaze idly
on a television screen. The speaker in the
poem is not a single person but a group who
conducts a survey on the adverse effects of
the visual media, especially the television
on the young generation. With impersonal
precision and matter of fact brevity the
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poem conveys a very significant message
with which nobody can disagree, after
having once gone through the poem.

The poet detests the habit of viewing
television and at the same time, with great
enthusiasm, he supports and promotes the
habit of reading. Reading as Bacon said,
makes a full man whereas watching TV
turns him into an idiot. The television is an
idiotic thing because it is watched by idiotic
viewers who in turn become more and
more idiotic. The poet does not mention the
merits of television but his bids in this
respect are pardonable because he
advocates a great cause which is the need
of the day.

Processing the poem

Link Talk

• You may begin with an anecdote on
watching TV.

• Interact with the learners on the benefits
of mass media – especially television.

ØWhat are the uses of television?

ØCan you imagine a world without
television?

ØHow did people find entertainment in the
era before television?

ØWhy television is sometimes called an
idiot box?

ØHas television viewing got any ill effects?

Elicit free responses from the class

You may read the poem two or three times.
Ask the learners to read the poem
‘Television’ given on Page 166-168.
Let them keep track of their reading.

Ask the learners to be in groups and share
what they understood, what they didn’t
understand and what they found
interesting or surprising.

• You may explain the problem areas
which the groups find difficult to tackle.

• You may interact with the groups asking
simple interaction questions to channelise
their thoughts.

ØWhat is the poem about?

ØWhat does the poet tell us here?

ØWhat is the tone of the poet?

• Ask the scaffolding questions to the
whole class.

• Let each learner think of the answer. Let
them scribble the answers in the space
provided in the text itself.

• Allow two or three learners to present
their answers.

Hints for scaffolding questions

1. Let the learners think of the merits and
demerits of television and give their
personal opinion. Let them substantiate
their opinion.

2. The author says that he has seen a dozen
eye balls of children watching television
lying on the floor.

In order to bring in this humour the author
has given a parenthetical statement.

3. All these words are related to decay and
death. They imply that television kills the
imagination.

4. The first ‘clutter’ refers to the filling up
of a child’s mind with junk television
programmes. The second clutter is used
positively to refer to the books filling up the
nursery floor.

5. The children will start reading books
because they have nothing else to do.

6. Let the learners give their personal
opinion on their comparative assessment of
the benefits of television and books. Let the
learners share their opinion with their
friends.


